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For 2020, DZ BANK AG (DZ BANK, Aa1/Aa1 negative, baa2)2 reported a solid group pre-tax
profit of €1.5 billion (2019: €2.7 billion) and improved its regulatory Common Equity Tier 1
(CET1) ratio to 15.2% from 14.4% as of year-end 2019. The bank has effectively navigated
through the challenging economic environment characterised by rising cost of risk and
capital market volatility, a credit positive.
We believe the bank's financial performance in 2020 benefitted from a sound asset quality,
supported by strong progress in the wind-down of its transport finance subsidiary DVB BANK
S.E. (DVB) which we consider particularly exposed to cyclical risks. Whereas groupwide loan
loss provisions more than doubled in 2020 from 2019, these represented around 35 basis
points of gross customer loans, a moderate level in last year's challenging economic context
and even more so if compared with international peers.
Operating banking revenues of DZ BANK improved in 2020, mainly driven by higher fee
income (+7% to €2.1 billion) supported by capital markets and asset management activities
and a higher trading result (+17% to €552 million) that benefitted from valuation effects on
own debt issuances. At the same time, the group's insurance result declined strongly from an
exceptionally strong level in 2019 (-70% to €347 million).

Higher capitalisation and sound asset quality leave DZ BANK wellpositioned for economic downside risks in 2021
DZ BANK's improved CET 1 ratio of 15.2%, up from 14.4% as of 31 December 2019,
benefitted from the full retention of 2019 profits, following the ECB's recommendation. The
bank had initially planned to distribute €322 million (equivalent to 0.21% of June 2020 riskweighted assets) to its owners. At the same time, we believe DZ BANK's risk-weighted assets
will have reverted a part of their first half 2020 increase, principally as a result of moderating
market volatility observations.
We expect DZ BANK's further progress in the wind-down of DVB to support continued low
levels of problem loans also in 2021, with a shift in composition away from legacy shipping
exposures, offset by an increase in problem loans from other corporate lending exposures.
For 2021, DZ BANK guided towards pre-tax profits below the 2020 result. We expect cost
of risk will continue to burden DZ BANK's corporate lending segments and last year's ownbond valuation gains will partly revert. For insurer R+V Versicherungen (R+V) we expect
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underwriting results will likely normalize over 2021, with COVID-19 related positive and negative one-off effects reducing, whereas
investment results to some extent will depend on financial market developments and will be burdened by the negative impact of the
prevailing low yields.

Capital market volatility has been the key results swing factor
DZ BANK benefits from well-diversified earnings contributions of its banking, asset management and insurance operations. The group
has consistently reported positive pre-tax results in excess of €1 billion since its merger with WGZ Bank in 2016, but the excess above
this base level has been fairly volatile over time. This has for the largest part been a reflection of capital market volatility that has
impacted the results of DZ BANK's largest segments. The capital markets recovery in the second half of 2020 helped the real estate
finance segment represented by DZ HYP AG (DZ HYP, Aa1/Aa1 negative, ba1)3 and in particular the asset management operations of
Union Investment Management (UMH) achieve full year results close to the level of the prior year, as shown in Exhibit 1.
Exhibit 1

Capital market volatility has a material impact on the segment results of R+V and DZ HYP
Pre-tax profit contribution of the DZ BANK segments
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DZ BANK - Holding was not reported as a separate segment for periods before 2018, which limits the comparability of the 2017 segment results of DZ BANK - Corporate and Others /
Consolidation with later periods. “DZ Bank - Corporate” is the group's cooperative central bank and commercial bank. “Others / Consolidation” contains VR Smart Finanz and DZ
Privatbank.
Source: Company presentations

The cost of the pandemic for corporate customers hits insurance and corporate banking
DZ BANK's banking segments focused on corporate customers experienced a marked increase in loan loss provisions, which across DZ
BANK more than doubled to €678 million in 2020 (€329 million in 2019). The increase included a management overlay component for
macroeconomic risks of €220 million, but also reflected in part the cost of winding down transport finance subsidiary DVB. DVB's loan
book focuses on cyclical shipping exposures4 and shrunk during 2020 to €3.9 billion, down from €7.4 billion as of year-end 2019.
The progress of DZ BANK's central bank and commercial bank segment in bringing down its cost-to-income ratio into the range
customarily achieved by larger Landesbanks such as Landesbank Baden-Wuerttemberg (Aa3/Aa3 stable, baa2) has been overshadowed
by the segment's higher loan loss provisions (see Exhibit 2).
In parallel, R+V's pre-tax profit contribution dropped to €277 million in 2020 from €1,063 million a year before. Whereas premiums
earned rose strongly by 8.6% during 2020 to €18.7 billion, claims and benefit payments declined by almost 10% to €17.5 billion,
supported by the industry-wide lower claims in non-life retail lines of business and motor insurance in particular. The positive trend in
the underwriting result could however not offset the decline in the investment result which did not repeat the strong prior year asset
valuation gains. In addition, the segment's reinsurance activities which account for around 15% of premiums earned, faced elevated
COVID-19 related claims stemming mainly from event cancellation and business interruption policies.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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DZ HYP's asset quality remained high, but new lending volumes in commercial real estate (CRE) lending declined by more than 20%
in 2020, reflecting an industry-wide weaker business environment for CRE projects. The bank's stable asset quality in 2020, paired with
strong efficiency, have supported the segment's high contribution to the group's pre-tax profits.
Exhibit 2

DZ HYP and Teambank have shown stronger efficiency and cost of risk combinations than DZ BANK's main other banking segments
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“DZ Bank - Corporate” is the group's cooperative central bank and commercial bank.
Source: Company presentation

Retail activities have supported revenue stability
German banks have been struggling to adjust their high retail banking cost bases to the limited revenue opportunities. Within the
German cooperative banking sector, classical branch-based retail banking is performed by the locally-focused primary banks, which
have sought to offset net interest margin pressure through lending growth. DZ BANK's own retail-banking focused segments are
not burdened by the cost of maintaining a branch network, which enables its consumer lending specialist Teambank to operate at a
reported cost-to-income ratio just above 50% (see Exhibit 2), moderately higher than levels of other direct banks such as ING-DiBa AG
(A2 stable, a2)5 or Volkswagen Bank GmbH (A1/A1 negative, baa2).
With contractually long-term committed fixed interest rates, the building societies, including German market leader Bausparkasse
Schwaebisch Hall AG (BSH, Aa1/Aa1 negative, baa2), strive to maintain the inflow of deposits in particular under legacy contracts under
control, with some sector-wide success in 2020. Even so, their above-market high interest expenses continue to burden BSH and even
more so most of its peers, resulting in the unfavorable cost-to-income positioning highlighted in Exhibit 2.
In terms of credit costs, DZ BANK's retail banking activities have so far shown few signs of weakening performance. In particular
residential mortgage lending new business has grown further. According to the group's consumer lender Teambank, its loan loss
provisions declined by €18 million from the prior year to €59 million in 2020.
Meanwhile, record-high household savings rates translated into solid new money inflows for Union Asset Management Holding AG
(UMH). These rose particularly under monthly fund savings plans, supported by the efforts of the cooperative sector's primary banks to
channel part of the constant increase in retail deposits into mutual funds of their distribution partner UMH, which - supported by its
institutional funds business - has delivered the strongest earnings contribution of DZ BANK's segments in 2020.
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Moody’s related publications
Sector and Issuer In-Depth and Comments
» Banks – Germany: Large cost cuts are needed to stay profitable, January 2021
» Banks – Germany: Cooperative banks' lending growth aims to mitigate margin pressure, January 2021
» Banking - Germany: Macro profile – Strong +, January 2021
» Banking – Germany and Austria Q3 results: Profitability weakens at German banks; Austrian lenders show greater resilience,
December 2020
» Banks – Germany: Lower for longer interest rates will exacerbate earnings pressures, October 2020
Banking System Outlook
» Banking System Outlook Update - Germany: Growing strain of coronavirus disruption will increase pressure on German banks,
March 2020
Credit Opinions
» DZ HYP AG: Real estate lending specialist of Germany's Genossenschaftliche FinanzGruppe, March 2021
» Bausparkasse Schwaebisch Hall AG: Update to credit analysis, December 2020
» DZ BANK AG: Update to credit analysis, December 2020

Endnotes
1 DZ BANK's segments are Bausparkasse Schwaebisch Hall AG (BSH, building and loan association), DZ BANK central bank and commercial bank (DZ
BANK - Corporate), DZ BANK - holding function, DZ HYP AG (DZ HYP, commercial real estate lending), DVB BANK S.E. (DVB, transport finance), R+V
Versicherungen (R+V, insurance), TeamBank AG (Teambank, consumer finance), Union Investment Management (UMH, asset management), VR Smart
Finanz (leasing) and Other / Consolidation.
2 DZ BANK's and Landesbank Baden-Wuerttemberg's ratings are the deposit ratings, the senior unsecured ratings and outlook and the Baseline Credit
Assessment.
3 DZ HYP's, BSH's and Volkswagen Bank GmbH's ratings are the deposit ratings, the issuer ratings and outlook and the Baseline Credit Assessment.
4 We include DVB's offshore lending in its overall shipping exposure.
5 The ratings shown for ING-DiBa AG are the bank's deposit ratings and outlook and the Baseline Credit Assessment.
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